
The top 10 best spots to enjoy a TT pint 

It’s that time of the year again, when the Isle of Man comes to life with the sound of thousands of 
roaring bike engines. 

But, as we all know, the TT is not just about racing, it’s about basking in a bit of sunshine (hopefully), 
taking in the atmosphere and having a pint or two. 

As long-time sponsors of the TT Superstock Race, we at RL360° have amassed some expertise in TT 
atmosphere and here, in no particular order, we list our top 10 spots to enjoy a pint over TT 
fortnight: 

 

The Sulby Glen Hotel, Sulby 

Bikers receive a very warm Manx welcome at the legendary Sulby Glen, on one of the fastest parts of 
the TT course, the Sulby Straight. Packed with racing memorabilia, a pitstop at the Sulby Glen is a 
must for race lovers. 

 

Bushy’s Beer Tent, Douglas 

Bushy’s Tent is a Mecca for connoisseurs of Bushy’s Beer and the TT races. For years the temporary 
structure at the Bottle Neck Car Park has been synonymous with the TT fortnight. You can’t say 
you’ve done the TT unless you’ve had a pint at the Bushy’s Tent. 

 

TT Grandstand, Douglas 

Want to rub shoulders with fellow bike enthusiasts and even race winners? Whether you celebrate 
after the Senior TT with friends, or have a quiet pint before the races, soak up the thrilling 
atmosphere of being a part of road racing’s most star-studded paddock. 

 

Okell’s Beer Tent, Douglas  

A relatively new addition to the TT, the Okell’s Beer Tent opposite the Villa Marina complex is a great 
stop on your TT journey. Nothing beats a pint on the prom, plus there’s a great view of the TT 
entertainment. 

 

The Creek, Peel 

It may not be on the TT course but The Creek is one of the island’s finest pubs. Offering food and a 
range of real ales, it’s also in the shadow of the mighty Peel Castle. Kick back and enjoy a pint on 
Peel’s picturesque harbour. 

 

 

 



The Creg Ny Baa, Onchan 

The Creg Ny Baa is an iconic pub and restaurant with one of the most spectacular views on the TT 
course. The bikes hurtle down towards The Creg from Kate’s Cottage on the last miles of the 
Mountain Road. Another pub synonymous with the event, it is another must do for visitors and 
locals alike. 

 

The Raven, Ballaugh 

Situated at one of the TT’s best known landmarks, Ballaugh Bridge, a pint in The Raven is another 
milestone for fans of the world’s greatest road races. The riders launch themselves into the air over 
this small but very famous bridge. 

 

Ginger Hall, Sulby 

The next pub along from the Sulby Glen, Ginger Hall signifies the start of the run up to Ramsey and 
then on to the Mountain section. It’s the last chance for a pint before heading into Parliament 
Square. 

 

The Rover’s Return, Douglas 

Run by Bushy’s, packed with character – and characters - this is a great pub for visitors and locals 
alike. Bushy’s is inextricably linked with the TT and the Rover’s oozes atmosphere. 

 

Jaks, Douglas 

Jaks is a lively pub all year round for beer, sport and music enthusiasts. It also has its own 
steakhouse! A great spot for town centre fun, it’s opposite the bright lights of the TT funfair and the 
centre of the non-race action. 

 

Disagree with our choices? Email us at top10@rl360.com and let us know your top 10. 


